Integrated Guarding

The Powerful Portfolio of Services Transforming Security

The security industry continues to be challenged by the opposing forces of increasing the scope and scale of security services while simultaneously maintaining costs. In response, Securitas Integrated Guarding offers clients an array of options that deliver particularly effective and high value solutions. Integrated Guarding combines the optimal, client-specific mix of On-site, Mobile, Remote Guarding and/or Electronic Security. The performance and value of Integrated Guarding have made it an increasingly attractive service across our customer base.
### Mobile Guarding

**Leveraging the largest mobile footprint in North America**

Mobile Guarding provides both a proactive deterrent to theft and a rapid response to incidents. Using clearly marked Securitas vehicles, our Mobile officers can be dispatched remotely or operate at predetermined as well as random times from locations miles apart.

**Response Services:**
- Alarm & Emergency
- Fire Watch
- Facility Access Control
- Emergency Safety Escorts
- Duress Signal Response

**Proactive Services:**
- Patrol Inspections
- Facility Opening and Closing
- Employee Safety Escorts
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### Remote Guarding

**Transforming traditional On-site Guarding functions for the 21st century**

Remote Guarding officers are specially trained to recognize and utilize the latest technology to identify site risks with techniques not otherwise available. Remote Guarding officers are alerted to the events occurring at the client location and take immediate action to help manage, prevent or deter the activity. Remote Guarding can coordinate a response with On-site or Mobile teams, delivering better outcomes and higher efficiencies.

**Core Services:**
- Remote Perimeter Protection
- Remote Entry/Exit Management
- Remote Alarm Verification
- Remote Escort
- Remote Patrol

### Electronic Security

**Leading the industry in innovative Electronic Security solutions**

Our comprehensive approach to Electronic Security delivers a full spectrum of intrusion, fire, video access and integrated systems. As a full-service company, Securitas Electronic Security provides consultation and services programs for our systems or those already installed by another provider.

**Core Services:**
- Video Solutions
- Intrusion Detection Solutions
- Security Monitoring
- System Maintenance
- Access Solutions
- Fire Detection Solutions
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Our Securitas Solutions Support Team provides comprehensive knowledge, technical support, and communication for each of our Integrated Guarding solutions
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One Source, One Contact for Full Spectrum Security
Contact us at 844.470.8600 or visit www.securitasinc.com
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The Leader in Protective Services